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A symphony of synergies

G

reek philosopher Aristotle is
attributed with the famous notion
that “the whole is more than the sum
of its parts”. The rationale behind this
view underlies the concept of synergy.
Synergy is that intuitive bonding between entities
that produces a combined effect which is a force
more powerful than the entities in isolation.
Vistara is the embodiment of that force, which
leverages on synergies intelligently, bringing
unparalleled value to you. Vistara’s birth was a
result of the culmination of Tata and Singapore
Airlines; two global giants with aligned values
and the common goal of transforming air travel
experience in India. At Vistara, we understand
the deep connect between unsurpassed service
and happy customers. We strive to reignite the
love for flying for every traveller in the skies.
Since our inception in January 2015, Vistara
has demonstrated its unique value proposition
to customers consistently through a growing
array of innovative offerings — the trendsetting
Premium Economy class, world-class inflight
dining experience, unique value-based frequent
flyer programme, Club Vistara, seamless and
personalised service, both on the ground and in
the air, delivered with intuitive thoughtfulness.
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Our consistent delivery on-time performance
and unmatched service standards are winning
us accolades from our customers — which
fuels our zeal for presenting you with the best
of services.
Vistara’s latest initiative highlights yet another
exciting synergy with our new brand campaign.
On August 22, we presented to the world our new
brand ambassador — the charming and elegant
Deepika Padukone. The campaign interprets the
Vistara brand promise, “Fly the New Feeling”,
and is deployed across multiple platforms
including TV, digital, print, outdoor, cinemas and
airports. You have surely watched the endearing
TV commercial which portrays how Deepika feels
the same wonder and joy every time she flies
Vistara as she felt when flying for the first time.
Read more about the brand campaign on pages
44 and 45.
Last month, the leading global air travel review
website, Skytrax, revealed the names of the Most
Loved Airlines, based on customer satisfaction
scores. The review was conducted on over 420
airlines worldwide, and customers rated flights
across eight categories including seat comfort,
onboard services, food and beverages, value for
money and more. We are happy to share that

Vistara won the Most Loved Airline award. It is,
indeed, a reflection of our robust heritage. Tata
Group and Singapore Airlines continue to be
the most loved conglomerates internationally
for ethical business practices, service and
operational impeccability.
Adding to the cheer, Vistara CEO, Phee Teik Yeoh
was awarded the Best Professional in Aviation
2016 award by Safari India and Pacific Travel
Writers Association. On receiving the award, he
said “I see this award less about me and more
about the Company and the A-Team behind it.”
Through teamwork and collaboration, Vistara
aims to channelise synergies by bringing together
the best in the airline industry and combining
them with a diverse group from multiple
disciplines and industries in order to transform
the flying experience in India forever.
On pages 60 to 68, we bring to you a glimpse
of Vistara’s newest destination, the tropical
paradise, Port Blair. In a spicy twist, read about
the lip-smacking street food from various cities
in India that you can fly to with Vistara, on pages
80-88. For the explorative travellers, a must read
is the article on Osaka, the economic powerhouse
of the Kansai region in Japan, on page 48.
Happy reading!
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volume, save the settings. All with one control. Activate the spray
pattern directly with the push button and turn it to nd your individual
shower volume. A truly innovative all-in-one solution which makes
showering a pleasure.

Thermostat technology
powered by GROHE TurboStat®
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On The Cover
Glimpses of campaign
shoot with Vistara's
brand ambassador
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Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel, keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising
spirit, blended with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable
experience and a feeling like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
Business
Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back
and comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable leg
rest, footrest and adjustable winged
headrest are also available to adjust
your seating comfort. In addition,
you can find some personal storage
space located at the side of your seat,
with enough room for small items like
your glasses, a gadget or a book. The
interplay between the royal purple
and calm grey hues of our cabin
evokes a sense of tranquility, so that
you reach your destination feeling
rejuvenated.

Premium Economy

Cabin Baggage
Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy Class
customers are
entitled to one item of
cabin baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag not
exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly with us
in our exclusive Premium Economy
section. With up to 20 per cent more
legroom for each seat, enjoy the
increased sense of well-being that
comes with having that much more
personal space. Thoughtful touches
such as the specially designed and
tested seat bottom cushions for
improved comfort, winged headrests
and long armrests allow for further
relaxation on your journeys with us.

Economy
Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort. Your
comfort is our priority, that is why we
have taken special care to style the
seats to further maximise knee
and legroom.

vistara
Experience

Meals & Dining
Aboard our flights, be taken on an
exciting gastronomic adventure
when you partake of the innovative
culinary selections which our
experts have specially developed
for your enjoyment. Business Class
customers are treated to a fine
dining experience amongst the
clouds with the use of fine linen and
bone china tableware. Our Premium
Economy and Economy sections
can look forward to wholesome and
satisfying meals along with a range
of beverages, all served by our
engaging cabin crew. Customers
with specific dietary requirements
can select from a wide range of
special meals, which are available
for booking up to 24 hours prior to
flight departure.

Portable Electronic
Devices
While the use of PEDs such
as mobile phones, tablets and
laptops is permitted on our
aircraft, these must always be
switched off and stowed away
during taxi, take-off and landing.
When in use during boarding or
inflight, regulations require that
PEDs are to be placed in flight
safe or airplane mode with all
transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers
may be asked to stop the use
of PEDs at any point of the
flight journey. We seek your
cooperation to comply with the
instructions by our crew.
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Get exclusive
benefits even after
your flight
Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash your boarding
pass within seven days of your travel at our partner brands and
enjoy exciting offers

Rent a Car

`600 off on Myles
(self-drive).
Use Promo Code:
MVO500.
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`500 off on Carzonrent
(premium chauffeur drive
service) for outstation
booking. Use Promo Code:
CVO500.

Travel and Experience

Experience
the heritage
of Old Delhi
like never
before with an
exclusive 20%
discount.

Get an exclusive 10% off on
Imagica Theme Park & Water
Park tickets at Imagica.

Dining

hospitality

Complimentary upgrade to
the next room category* on
presenting the boarding pass

Flat 20% on purchases made at
Vaango, only at T3 Delhi.

Exclusives offers on
coffee, sandwiches,
muffins and croissants,
only at T3 Delhi.

Flat 20% on purchases
at Foodstreet,
only at T3 Delhi.

Buy any package for buffet dinner
(food, food+soft beverages,
food+alcoholic beverages) and
get one complimentary at Friday
Seafood Nights dinner buffet at
Spectra. On the Weekend Bhoj at
Diya. On Saturday, a guest can
choose any package and get one
complimentary. At Lungo Pranzo
Dominica at Zanotta, guests can
choose any package and get another
complimentary on Saturdays. Guest
can choose from any treatment/
massage and one complimentary.

*Terms and conditions apply.

Buy any pizza worth `350
and get breadsticks free
worth `116, only at
T3 Delhi.

Dining offer: 10% flat discount
on food and soft beverages
only at F&B outlets (Buzz,
Swirl & Deli).

15% off on food bill.

Free dessert at any F&B outlet
along with the main course*

Avail 10%* off on the best available
rate along with free wi-fi. Use
Promo Code: ZMUP10V on booking
at gingerhotels.com. Avail offer by
calling 1800 266 3333 or booking
directly at the hotel.
*Terms and conditions apply.

Flat 20% on purchases
made at KFC on a
transaction of `400 and
above, only at T3 Delhi.

Buy a beer-burger combo for `449.
*Taxes exclusive (domestic beer).
Get a free* appetiser on purchase of
an entree (appetiser to be similar or
lesser value). Buy one, get one beer
(domestic beer). Get
2 margaritas or 2 beers+1 starter +2
main course+1 dessert for `1,999. *All
Inclusive. Offer valid across all outlets
in Delhi, Chandigarh and Kolkata.
Terms and conditions apply.

20% off on body massages, suites
and villas and beverages at the
bar on all days before 7 pm.

Black & White

Get a Medium chai free across
all Chai Point outlets and flat
15% off on all orders placed
through Chai Point app or
website. Use Promo Code:
VISTARA15.

Enjoy a packageof 2
pints of select beers
+ 1 select appetiser
@ `399+taxes or 1
pitcher of select beer
+ 2 select appetisers @
`799+taxes. Terms and
conditions apply.

GUWAHATI ASSAM

10% flat discount on food and soft
beverages only at F&B outlets
(Seven,
Umami
& octave
) at Taj
Reverse
Black
& White
Guwahati, Assam.

20% off on best available rate.
Use Promo Code: ZUSP20VIST to
book Lemon Tree Premier, Lemon
Tree Hotels and Red Fox Hotels.
Book at www.lemontreehotels.
com. Offer includes 20% off on
F&B (Republic of Noodles as per
restaurant availabilty), free wi-fi,
buffet breakfast.

GUWAHATI ASSAM

Health and Wellness
Reverse Colour

Exclusive 36% off on any
spa service.

Exclusive 10% off on stay along
with complimentary plantation
safari, birding and nature
tours as well as access to the
golf course.

Flat 15% discount on
all the services.

GUWAHATI ASSAM
Avail an exclusive
40%
discount on 60/90 min spa
therapy.

Standard Colour

Retail Shopping
GUWAHATI ASSAM

5% off on transactions of
`10,000 and above.
Offer applicable only at
www.croma.com
Use Promo Code: VISTCROM.

Flat 10% off
on drinks,
books and souvenirs.

Get 10% off on the entire
range of Skinn products only
at titan.co.in (not applicable
at any offline store). Use
Promo Code: VISTARA10.
COLOUR SPECIFCATIONS
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Club Vistara
Club Vistara, our unique value-based Frequent Flyer Programme, lets you enjoy a number of benefits carefully crafted to elevate
your travel experience with us. It is a unique membership club that lets you earn points based on the value of your ticket. Besides
earning CV Points on Vistara flights, you can also earn CV Points with Vistara’s airline and non-airline partners.

How to Join
Becoming a Club Vistara member is simple and quick. Register with Club Vistara by
• Visiting our website
www.airvistara.com

Once enrolled, CV membership ID will be sent to your registered

• Downloading our Mobile App

Club Vistara member, you will have access to your personalised

• Fill the inflight enrolment form
available with our crew and also
earn CV Points for the current
flight

account through our website and our mobile app, to easily keep

email ID and your account will be automatically activated. As a

track of all your transactions with us.
To receive auto-credit of your CV Points, please remember to
quote your Club Vistara ID at the time of booking and check in.

Earn CV Points with Vistara
Earn CV Points for all your flights with Vistara simply by mentioning your Club Vistara ID at
the time of booking your Vistara flight or while checking in at the airport. Please refer to the
below table to know the CV Points accrual for Vistara flights.
Tier

CV Points per 100 INR spent*

CV Base

5

CV Silver

6

CV Gold

7

Claim CV points for past
flights: Now, claim CV Points for
past flights with Vistara up to
180 days by logging on to your
CV account and submitting your
flight details in the online retro
claim form.

Tiers & Tier Privileges
As a Club Vistara member, you are entitled to a number of benefits and privileges which have been crafted to enhance
your travel experience with us. As you progress through our three tiers – CV Base, CV Silver and CV Gold – you can enjoy
added privileges which will elevate your Check-In and boarding experience, to make you feel exclusive right from the
beginning of your journey. Refer to the below table to know all about Club Vistara tier privileges.

Benefits
Earn
Points
on All
Flights*

Exclusive
Offers and
Promotions

Access and
Management
of Your
Account
Information
Online

Dedicated
Club Vistara
Helpline

Points
Earned
Per
100 INR

✓

✓

✓

7

✓

✓

✓

6

✓

✓

✓

Tier
Bonus
Points

Increased
Baggage
Allowance

Priority
Airport
Check-in

Priority
Waitlist
Clearance

Priority
Boarding
&
Priority
Baggage
Handling

+2

+10 kg

Business
Class
Counter

✓

✓

+1

+5 kg

Premium
Economy
Counter

✓

Priority
Airport
Standby

Lounge
Access

Access to
Partner
Lounges

Guaranteed
Reservations
For Economy
Class

✓

✓

Up to 48
Hours Prior*

CV gold

✓

✓

CV silver

✓
cv base

✓

5
*Please refer to Club Vistara Terms & Conditions to learn more.
www.airvistara.com/club-vistara
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Redeeming CV Points
Redeeming CV Points is as easy as earning them. You can book Award Flights and
redeem Upgrade Awards using your CV Points

1. Award Flights with Vistara

2. Upgrade Awards

Redeeming Vistara Award Flights online is quick and easy. All
you have to do is, log in with your Club Vistara membership ID
at www.airvistara.com, follow a few simple steps and redeem the
award flight instantly.

Redeem your CV Points to upgrade your booked flight to
higher cabin using your CV Points. Redeem your Upgrade
Award by following the steps below.

•

Click on ‘Redeem Now’ button under ‘Club Vistara’ tab on the home page.

Refer to the Upgrade Award chart to know the number of CV Points
required for upgrading your seat.

•

Submit the required information on the ‘Redeem Award Flight’ page and
proceed to redeem your award flight.

Contact our Airport Ticketing Office (ATO) to redeem your CV Points
for an upgrade.

Call our CSC at 1860 108 9999 to redeem your CV Points and for an upgrade.

Award and Upgrade Award chart
Award Flights
Origin

Destination

Delhi
Delhi

Upgrade Award

Economy

Premium Economy

Business

Economy
Premium Economy

Premium Economy
Business

Ahmedabad

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Bagdogra

5000

6000

20000

1500

9000

Delhi

Bengaluru

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Bhubaneswar

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Chandigarh

2000

2500

7500

500

2500

Delhi

Goa

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Guwahati

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Hyderabad

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Delhi

Kolkata

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Kochi

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Lucknow

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Delhi

Mumbai

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Delhi

Pune

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Delhi

Srinagar

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Delhi

Varanasi

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Delhi

Varanasi

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Guwahati

Bagdogra

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Mumbai

Bengaluru

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Mumbai

Goa

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Mumbai

Kochi

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Srinagar

Jammu

2000

2500

7500

500

2500

*All the values mentioned above are in CV Points

Logistics &
Warehouse Solutions
THE ONLY 3PL COMPANY TO OFFER
‘PAY JUST FOR THE SPACE USED’ MODEL

HIGH-END SECURITY
24*7 security with latest CCTV cameras integrated
to our central system, further secured with state
of-the-art firewall to ensure flawless monitoring of
each activity.

LATEST INFRASTRUCTURE
We are equipped with heavy-racking system, forklifts and advanced material handling technologies.
UTL has a pool of expert resources to manage your
goods with high precision and expertise.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Your logistics solutions are clubbed with hi-end
trace & track technology to ensure product safety.
We have developed highly effective web-based
solutions to manage your inventory at every stage.

YOUR IDEAL PARTNER FOR

CUSTOMIZED LOGISTICS
Our end-to-end warehousing, distribution and
freight solution clubbed with unique valueadded services make us distinct in the industry.
We cater to small to large-sized companies with
different goods and space requirements. Be it a
start-up enterprise or the largest retailer in the
country, we offer customized and highly
professional services to all our customers. We
at UTL ensure that you have a hassle-free, costeffctive and flawless logistics experience so that
your business grows manifold.

PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED FACILITY
With dedicated hygiene management, UTL facilities
are rodent and termite free. All isles and bays are
appropriately marked with way finders; and the
facility houses hi-end fire fighting equipments.

For business collaboration and investment enquires, write to us at associate@utl.co.in

www.utl.co.in
info@utl.co.in

vistara
experience

Earn & Redeem CV Points with
Singapore Airlines and Silk Air
You can earn and redeem CV Points for flights on our two
partners, Singapore Airlines and Silk Air

Earning CV Points with partners
CV Points earned will be based on distance flown. Please refer to the below table
to know the CV Point Accrual
Operating Carrier

Premium Economy/Economy Class

Business Class

Suites/First Class

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

R, F, A - 150%

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

Not Applicable

*”Distance flown” means the calculated distance between origin and destination, as determined by Vistara
in its sole discretion, regardless of the actual distance travelled.

Connect with us through our Customer Service Centre (CSC) at 1860 108 9999 to redeem
your CV Points for flights with Singapore Airlines & Silk Air.

Redeeming CV Points with partners

You can also redeem your CV Points with Vistara’s partners Singapore Airlines and Silk Air. You can do so just by calling
our CSC at 1860 108 9999 and mentioning all your details required for booking an award flight with our partners.

Earn 500 bonus CV Points on your first flight with us

VISTARA
EXPERIENCE

Flight Schedule
Origin
Ahmedabad to Delhi

Weekly Frequency

14

Bagdogra to Delhi

7

Delhi to Bengaluru

20

Arrival

Days of Operations

0845

1015

Daily

UK 968

2115

2300

Daily

UK 959

0640

0810

Daily

UK 969

1920

2045

Daily

UK 813

1420

1640

Daily

UK 868

0630

0910

123456

UK 797

1110

1350

Daily

UK 836

2050

2340

Daily

UK 811

0740

1030

123456

UK 813

1720

2005

Daily

UK 850

2155

2335

Daily

UK 983

0845

1100

12345

UK 760

2130

2355

Daily

14

Mumbai to Bengaluru

7

Bhubaneswar to Delhi

12

Delhi to Bhubaneswar

Departure

UK 950
14

Delhi to Ahmedabad

Bengaluru to Delhi

Flight No.

UK 709

0605

810

12345

UK 781

1845

2055

Daily

12

Chandigarh to Delhi

7

UK 879

1520

1620

Daily

Delhi to Chandigarh

7

UK 830

1335

1435

Daily

UK 856

1215

1500

67

Goa to Delhi

9
UK 862

1425

1705

Daily

UK 859

0900

1140

67

UK 847

1110

1350

Daily

Delhi to Goa

9

Goa to Mumbai

4

UK 902

1325

1445

1567

Mumbai to Goa

4

UK 820

1145

1250

1567

Guwahati to Bagdogra

7

UK 868

1245

1345

Daily

Delhi to Guwahati

7

Hyderabad to Delhi

Delhi to Hyderabad

14

14

UK 868

0955

1210

Daily

UK 830

1000

1210

123456

UK 830

1035

1255

7

UK 870

1955

2205

Daily

UK 829

0655

0905

123456

UK 829

0745

0955

7

UK 879

1710

1920

Daily

Kochi to Delhi

7

UK 824

1840

2155

Daily

Delhi to Kochi

7

UK 885

1445

1755

Daily

Kochi to Mumbai

7

UK 996

1550

1745

Daily

Mumbai to Kochi

7

UK 995

1310

1520

Daily

UK 720

0655

0925

Daily

UK 778*

1010

1235

123456

UK 712

2050

2315

Daily

Kolkata to Delhi
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Origin

Delhi to Kolkata

20

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK 747

0720

930

123456

UK 723

1755

2010

Daily

UK 719*

1930

2150

Daily

Kolkata to Port Blair

7

UK 747*

1015

1230

Daily

Port Blair to Kolkata

7

UK 778*

1325

1540

Daily

Lucknow to Delhi

7

UK 933

1320

1430

Daily

Delhi to Lucknow

7

UK 970

1140

1245

Daily

UK 930

0730

0935

123456

UK 970

0850

1100

Daily

UK 994

1025

1240

12345

UK 944

1420

1630

12345

UK 902

1535

1745

Daily

UK 996

1830

2035

Daily

UK 940

1925

2140

Daily

UK 988

2040

2245

Daily

UK 975

0555

0805

123456

UK 943

0735

0940

12345

UK 963

0845

1115

Daily

UK 995

1020

1225

Daily

UK 983

1140

1340

12345

UK 933

1510

1720

Daily

UK 993

1730

1945

Daily

UK 977

1910

2110

Daily

UK 981

2120

2325

Daily

Mumbai to Delhi

Delhi to Mumbai

51

58

Pune to Delhi

7

UK 992

2015

2215

Daily

Delhi to Pune

7

UK 991

1720

1930

Daily

UK 790

1050

1215

Daily

Srinagar to Delhi

14
UK 977

1655

1830

Daily

Delhi to Srinagar

7

UK 797

1445

1615

Daily

Delhi to Jammu

7

UK 771

0715

0845

Daily

Jammu to Srinagar

7

UK 790

0920

1015

Daily

UK 994

1320

1445

25

Delhi to Varanasi

4
UK 713

1320

1445

67

UK 993

1520

1645

2567

Varanasi to Delhi

*

Weekly Frequency

Effective September 30
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Schedule is subject to change without prior notice

trending
DIARY

Watch Out For
india

abroad

India Runway Week
When: September 16-18
Where: New Delhi

The seventh edition of India
Runway Week (IRW) takes
place in New Delhi between
September 16-18. Claimed
to be Asia’s youngest fashion
trade event, IRW aims to
provide young and budding
fashion designers much-needed
global platform. Initiated by
Indian Federation of Fashion
Development (IFFD), the event
aims at facilitating exchange
of ideas and networking
interactions for established as
well as upcoming designers and
fashion enthusiasts, thereby
ensuring promotion of fashion
as an industry in the country
and abroad.

World Maritime Day
When: September 29
Where: Turkey
Visit:
http://www.imo.org

2016 World Cup of Hockey
(Ice)
When: September 17 onwards
Where: Toronto, Canada
Visit:
http://www.nhl.com

India International
Seafood Show
When: September 23-25
Where: Visakhapatnam

The 20th edition of India
International Seafood
Show (IISS) takes place in
Visakhapatnam between
September 23-25. More
than 300 stalls and over
3,000 delegates from across
the globe are expected to
participate in the three-day
event. The show aims at
promoting seafood exports
from India and is considered
a one-stop destination for
exotic seafood displays.
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Vancouver International
Film Festival
When: September 29
Where: Vancouver, Canada
Visit:
www.viff.org

trending
What’s new

New on the block
Royal retreat
The Rio Group of Hotels, which
owns and manages Resort Rio,
the five star luxury deluxe spa
resort in Arpora has announced
the launch of its brand new
luxury resort Rio Royale in North
Goa. This all suite property
will offer bespoke experiences,
distinctive spa sojourns, signature
culinary delights and a world of
sophisticated luxury. Inspired
by the temples of Khajuraho, Rio
Royale embodies grandeur and
opulence, exemplifying a regal
lifestyle. Rio Royale features
60 palatial suites, each with
an incredible view, a private
balcony, master bedroom, elegant
furnishings and a deluxe bathroom
well equipped with a giant bath tub.

Hospitality redefined
Watch out!
Titan, the world’s fifth largest
watchmaker, has announced the
launch of the JUXT Pro. With
JUXT Pro, Titan will, for the
first time, offer a full suite of
smart features in a beautifully
designed timepiece. As a full
touchscreen smartwatch, JUXT
Pro has a circular display and
pairs with a customised app,
downloadable on phones with
Android 4.4 and above. With a
precision-crafted three-piece
case, the smartwatch is made
of 316L surgical grade stainless
steel and comes with a classic
leather strap.
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Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces, one of Asia’s finest
group of hotels, has unveiled Tajness, the group’s
brand and operations philosophy for the future.
The Tajness experience will focus on delivering
a consistency in service and a taste of Indian
tradition mixed with authentic local experiences.
Signature Tajness rituals will be put into practice
across all Taj hotels across the globe.

trending
What’s new

Creating a buzz
in the City of Joy
A visit to the Gateway Kolkata promises to be a pleasurable
experience that one will love to repeat

The Gateway Hotel in Kolkata is one of
the first names that crops up when one
thinks of quality hotels in the city. The
Gateway, Kolkata has a lineage to be
proud of. It is part of the Tata family and
Taj Group and one of 27 Gateway hotels
spread across India. It is also the second
Taj hotel in the City of Joy and enjoys
the patronage of a select clientele that
includes the who’s who of the city.
Hardly surprising, considering that the
Gateway Hotel, Kolkata is ranked at an
impressive fourth place in the city out
of 203 hotels. The appreciation does
not end there — Gateway Hotel has
received the Trip Advisor Certificate of
Excellence for 2015 and 2016.
As far as infrastructure and services
are considered, the Gateway Hotel,
Kolkata sets the benchmarks for others
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to emulate. Building on its locational
advantage of being strategically situated
between the city and the airport,
the hotel has succeeded in becoming
the hotel of choice for the discerning
travellers. One of its chief attractions
is its 6,400 sq ft ballroom which has
a separate entrance. But the hotel is
equally well-known for its signature
Purbo Bangla cuisine that is served at
its coffee shop, Buzz.
Indeed, Gateway Kolkata has earned
quite a name in the gastronomical
spheres as well, thanks to the culinary
expertise of its executive chef Ashish
Kumar Roy. With 28 years of culinary
experience, Roy took up the reins as
Executive Chef of the Gateway Hotel,
Kolkata in 2012. Prior to that he was
the Executive Chef at Rambagh Palace,
Jaipur and before that, Executive

Sous Chef at Taj Bengal, Kolkata. With
such an accomplished chef at its helm,
every guest at the Gateway, Kolkata is
guaranteed lip-smacking cuisine that
will be memorable to say the least.
All in all, a stay at or visit to the
Gateway Kolkata promises to be a
pleasurable experience that one will
love to repeat. But in the unlikely event
that further temptation is required, the
hotel has a loyalty programme — the Taj
Inner Circle and the dining programme
— Epicure.
This loyalty programme ensures that
every time a person spends at any
Taj establishment across India, he or
she will get back points that can be
redeemed at any Taj Hotel across the
country. Truly the icing on the cake
when it comes to the Gateway, Kolkata.

Axe Brand
universal oil

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

trending
celluloid

Movies this month

BAAR BAAR DEKHO

Baar Baar Dekho is a film told through
flashbacks and fast forwards. It is
an emotional love story based on the
meaning of true happiness.
release date
September 9

director
Nitya Mehra

cast

Katrina Kaif, Siddharth Malhotra

M S DHONI:
THE UNTOLD STORY
The biopic is based on the life of the
ODI captain of the Indian cricket team,
Mahendra Singh Dhoni. The story reveals
the rise of the cricketer and unfolds
various unknown facets of his life.

release date
September 30

director
Neeraj Pandey

Cast
Sushant Singh Rajput, Ram Charan,
Anupam Kher, Fawad Khan, John Abraham,
Manoj Singh, Kiara Advani, Zayed Khan
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Hollywood movies
to look out for
SNOWDEN
Release Date: September 16
Director: Oliver Stone

THE WOODS
Release Date: September 16
Director: Adam Wingard

PINK

The story of Pink revolves around a
lawyer, played by Amitabh Bachchan,
who suffers from bipolar disorder and
his fight to win a molestation case.
release date
September 16

director
Aniruddha Roy Chowdhury

goat

cast

Release Date: September 23
Director: Andrew Neel

Amitabh Bachchan, Taapsee Pannu,
Kirti Kulhari, Andrea Tariang

trending
reading corner

Good books
on the shelf

SHE WALKS, SHE LEADS
Author: Gunjan Jain Publisher: Penguin Price: `799

D

ebutante
author
Gunjan Jain’s book has
already made waves
and received applauds
for having featured
the inspiring stories of India’s 24
leading ladies. A compilation of the
journeys of women from spheres
such as business, entertainment,
fashion, arts and sports, the book is
worth a read for those wanting to
know that extra bit about what made
these women what they are.

Starting with Nita Ambani, Sudha
Murty and Rajashree Birla, She
Walks, She Leads goes on to feature
Indra Nooyi, Chanda Kochhar,
Priyanka Chopra, Kareena Kapoor
Khan, Ritu Kumar, Mary Kom
and Saina Nehwal to name a few.
Besides revealing the unknown and
many-a-times surprising facets of

these women, the book successfully
highlights those traits that have
been the driving factors behind the
achievements of these women.
What adds to the interest-quotient
of the book are the Q&A chapters
with men whose lives these women
have touched. So, if Mukesh Ambani
has recalled how he met Nita, NR
Narayana Murthy has revealed how
he was not expecting a consent from
his wife, Sudha, when he proposed
marriage to her.
Though not a novel concept —
of reaching out to the audience
with the tales of the rich and the
glamorous — She Walks, She Leads
promises a good and interesting
read. The mini-biographies of sorts
can certainly and effectively inspire
those looking for role models.

Priyanka gives me an interesting answer — “The struggle still continues; it’s just that
it changes form. there is no way that any human being can live a life without struggle.
Success is a validation but it doesn’t mean you are validated for life. No, Bollywood isn’t
as easy as people think it is. But then life itself isn’t easy.”
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trending
reading corner

EGO IS THE ENEMY
Author: Ryan Holiday
Publisher: Hachette India
Price: `499

the dark side of light
Author: Sanil Sachar
Publisher: Rupa Publications
Price: `349

Ryan Holiday, the author of Trust Me I’m Lying,
Growth Hacker Marketing and The Obstacle Is The
Way has done a commendable job in his latest, Ego
Is The Enemy. In the book, Holiday argues as to how
ego is the root of almost every problem and how
instead of seeing it as the basis of life’s challenges,
individuals end up blaming circumstances or others
for their problems.

Sanil Sachar’s second book, The Dark Side of Light,
promises a unique literary journey for its readers,
instantly connecting and reflecting life’s complexities by
stitching together vignettes of romance, comedy, murder
and mystery alike through various stories.

The author provides simple and easy-to-implement tips
that may help better lives of the readers. He mentions
how “working” towards a cause is important and different
from working for a stupendous number of hours without
an end in sight. While many may categorise the book as
yet another management guide, there are those who may
find it helpful in personal as well as professional lives.
An interesting read in 226 pages — Ego is the Enemy
begins with a quote by Richard Feynman — “The first
principle is that you must not fool yourself — and you
are the easiest person to fool.” The remaining book is a
guide to practice what Feynman has aptly summarised.

The story Member’s Only, set in in 2034, and asks
existential questions about ‘identity’ as a young man
oscillates between love and lust. Painted Red brings alive
the most basic of human emotions showcasing wrath
and vengeance as a brother deals with loss. Navigating
through an array of everyday emotions, Dinner with the
Turners, is a laugh riot, striking a chord as it peeps into
a youngster’s life where a hopeless wanderer tries to
find his footing in a foreign land.
Offering a diverse menu for his readers, Sanil combines
the rhythm of poetry, the allure of storytelling and the
realism of theatre seamlessly keeping their distinct
flavours intact. The Dark Side of Light echoes the
philosophy of living each day one word at a time.
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I

The #whichstar show!

n what aptly portrayed the spirit and
fever of the Vistara brand campaign,
team Vistara sizzled in a flash-mob in the
company’s Gurgaon office courtyard on
August 19. The flashmob for #whichstar
– the hashtag with which the teaser to the
brand campaign trended on social media —
began with the participants walking randomly
at lunch hour. An announcement of Vistara
airline taking off rang through the arena,
followed by the entry of Vistara’s little star
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who plays the younger version of Deepika
Padukone in the campaign. Music broke out
as the girl walked out and a Vistara employee
from another corner started to dance to the
tunes of Saamne yeh kaun aaya followed by
Tune mari entry, Kar gayi chull, Kaali kaali
aankhen, High heels, Uff teri ada.
A quick break for a contest for the awestruck
audience to guess the name of the international
star who is Vistara’s new brand ambassador

– and the performers were at it again. A
sea of aubergine again sizzled to the tunes
of Dhoom tana from Om Shanti Om using
rackets as props – hinting at the impending
launch of Vistara’s brand ambassador Deepika
Padukone. The dancers of the flashmob
exited as quickly as they came in, leaving the
audience in a frenzy best expressed by those
who posted on social media saying – “The best
#flashmob performance till date! Thank you @
airvistara for a great #WhichStar show!”

odyssey
cover story

The star

connect

Elegant, unconventional and graceful —
Superstar Deepika Padukone, Vistara’s
brand ambassador, personifies the
adjectives that best describe the airline

V
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istara
was
launched
in
January last year, with the
coming together of Tata Sons
and Singapore Airlines, both
universally acclaimed brands.
Vistara is driven by a single purpose — to
be the world renowned airline of choice
known for its exceptional customer service.

customers appreciate us. Having flown
close to three million customers since
inception, we strive to make Vistara a
household name, mirroring the unmatched
popularity of our parent brands. With each
travel experience of our customers, Vistara
aims to recreate the magic of their first
flight.

With less than two years since operations,
and a steadily growing fan base, it is highly
encouraging for us, at Vistara, when our

Vistara’s latest venture saw the brightest
star in the skies joins forces with the
international superstar Deepika Padukone.

Deepika was a
natural choice
to be the face
of Vistara,
personifying
the grace,
exquisiteness,
contemporary
outlook and
exclusivity that
the brand is
known for
Our new brand campaign, Fly the
New Feeling, includes print, outdoor
and cinema advertisements, which
showcase Vistara’s charming cabin
crew along with Deepika, our first
ever brand ambassador. The Vistara
television
commercial
featuring
Deepika Padukone was launched on
August 22, and portrays the wonder of
flying as seen through the inner child
in all of us.
The brand campaign showcases the
wonderment and thrill one experiences
on the first flight. The childlike
excitement and inquisitiveness —
looking out of the window at the tiny
specks on the ground, interacting with
ever-smiling and affectionate cabin
crew, the amazement at being 35,000
ft up in the air — the campaign evokes
the same feelings all over again
through the eyes of Deepika and her
young avatar.
Those active on the web space got a
sneak peek of the advertisement on
Vistara’s website and social media
channels a week before the main
launch, with a chance to win free air
tickets. Netizens were encouraged to
guess #whichstar would feature in
Vistara’s new advertising campaign,

The new Vistara brand campaign portrays how, with each Vistara
flight, Deepika Padukone experiences the same magic that she
experienced the first time she flew as a child

enthralled by the magic of flying as
she was when she was a little girl. The
teaser campaign saw an overwhelming
response by people who thoroughly
enjoyed the slow unveiling of Vistara’s
new brand ambassador and campaign.

with Vistara, a brand that stands out as
classy, discerning, and sophisticated,
yet warm, friendly, and reliable; a
brand that carries the lineage of Tata
and Singapore Airlines. Vistara makes
me look forward to flying again, as I
did when I was a child and every flight
was a wonder. The new TVC aims to
capture that feeling in a charming and
evocative manner.”

Deepika was a natural choice to be the
face of Vistara, personifying the grace,
exquisiteness, contemporary outlook
and exclusivity that the brand is known
for. The synergies between Vistara
and our new brand ambassador were
evident during the three-day shoot of
the media campaign. “You do not need
to introduce the airline to me, I am
a frequent flyer on Vistara!” quipped
Deepika when the Vistara team met
her for the campaign. Testament to
her words, Deepika was well-versed
with Vistara’s products and services
across all three cabin classes as she
actively participated in the unfolding
of the narrative of the television
advertisement. The passion soaring
high in the making of the TVC was
apparent when the online video
received close to one million views
within 12 hours!

With our growing customer base, we
cater to their growing needs. The
co-branded credit card with Axis
Bank, the inflight beverages deal
with Starbucks, innovative offers
such as Corporate Upgrade and Fly
Early, we continue to innovate and
impress customers with offerings
never seen before in Indian skies.
Last month, to celebrate India’s 70th
Independence Day, Vistara announced
special discounted fares for Indian
Armed Forces personnel and their
family members travelling together.
We constantly work towards studying
feedback and consumer insights,
to innovate and offer you with new,
unmatched products and services.

Speaking about her association with
Vistara, Deepika said, “It is a matter
of great pride for me to be associated

We hope you enjoy these as much
as we enjoy bringing them together
for you!
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A Heritage Haven

Heritage in Goa stands out in all seasons. For travellers
planning a Goan sojourn, trek and trail through the State’s
amazing wonders or sink into chapters of history and heritage

1

G

oa is a land of beautiful beaches,
hinterlands, cuisine, culture, colour
and costumes. In the midst of all
these glitter and glamour is its
exquisite and rich heritage that
mesmerises everyone. Heritage in Goa, found
aplenty through its monuments, traditions,
cuisine, houses, hospitality, forts and traditions,
can be seen through seven heavenly wonders
that can only be experienced when in Goa.
Magnificent Monuments
Old Goa, one of Goa’s biggest heritage hub, is
just 9 km away from the capital city, Panjim.
Visiting Old Goa’s heritage complex is simply
divine as it not only epitomises a heritage
treat, but also a spiritual retreat for visitors.
This heritage complex houses the tomb and
relics of St. Francis Xavier at the Basilica of
Bom Jesus, the first Minor Basilica in India
and regarded as one of the best. St. Cajetans’s
church, that stands opposite to Se Cathedral,
was constructed on the primary design of the
Basilica of St. Peter’s in Rome and is the only
surviving domed church in Goa. Furthermore,
St. Augustine’s Tower in Old Goa was built as
a church in 1572, but now has just a 46m bell
tower left in the midst of the ruins. All these
three monuments are part of the UNESCO’s
world heritage site. Se Cathedral, the largest
church in Asia, is a major tourist attraction at

Old Goa. The attractions of this church include
its giant bell, sky high ceilings, massive pillars
and eight chapels.
Famous Fortifications
Standing tall and strong are some historical
forts in Goa which resonate the freedom
struggle that led to Goa’s liberation and
the valiant and heroic sacrifices of Goan
freedom fighters that contributed to it. Strong
fortifications and scenic surroundings make
these monuments an attraction for tourists
from far and wide.
Fort Tiracol, a 17th century fort on the northern
tip of Goa at the mouth of the Tiracol River,

2

now houses a Boutique Heritage Hotel by Goa
Tourism Development Corporation. It has
seven exquisite suites with décor that blends
well with history and heritage. Reis Magos
Fort is located on the northern banks of River
Mandovi, across Panjim. A heritage site and
major tourist spot, once ruin remains of the
fort, is now renovated and houses caricatures
of renowned Goan cartoonist, Late Mario
Miranda. Similarly, Chapora Fort and Corjuem
Fort in North Goa and Cabo de Rama fort and
the Mormugao Fort in South Goa are also
very popular tourist sites steeped in history
and heritage.
Haute Houses
Goa is famous for its Portuguese styled
heritage houses in the North and South of Goa,
that overwhelms visitors through its vibrant
colours and architectural designs of the old
Latin quarters. Fontainhas in Panjim, a perfect
location to cherish heritage houses, now allure
tourists for its heritage hotels and restaurants,
and art galleries. Margao, Chandor, Curtorim
in South Goa and Saligao, Siolim, Pernem in
North Goa are ideal for heritage trails through
the quaint towns and villages bedecked by
heritage homes. Even though a stay in a
heritage house may be expensive, experience
of comforts and hospitality and inherited
Portuguese legacies is worth it. GTDC

3

conducts walking trails in Fontainhas
Latin quarter and on Diwar islands.
Charming Culture
The rich cultural heritage of Goa is a
stark contrast to the rest of India and
leave the visitors spellbound. It is a
combination of originality and influences
with a riot of colour, costumes and
creativity. Festivals are the best time
to witness Goa’s culture when artists
and artisans converge on the streets to
showcase local and traditional dances,
folklore, and handicrafts. The annual
festivals of Ganesh Chaturti, Diwali,
Tripurari Poornima, Carnaval, Shigmo
offer platforms for tourists to view Goa’s
diverse cultures. Traditional folk dances
of Goa include Dhalo, Ghode Modni,
Kunbi dance, Lamp dance, Goff, Sword
dance, Dhangar dance during navratra
days, Corredinho Portuguese dance etc.
and a boat cruise along River Mandovi is
a perfect way to take a glimpse of many
of the traditional Goan dance forms.
Goan Gourmets
This aspect of Goa’s heritage is tempting!
Goa’s cuisine is influenced by its Hindu
origins, 400 years of Portuguese
colonialism and modern techniques.

4

The use of coconut, rice, kokum and
use of spices are distinct features. Lipsmacking fish and prawn curry cooked
in earthen pots and fish fried or baked
over red hot coal is the best meal to
enjoy in Goa. To savour authentic Goan
food made with rechado or xacuti, visit a
heritage home or a heritage style eatery.
Goan smoked sausages and feni makes
a good combination. Traditional Goan
sweets of bebinca or batiqua, pinagre,
dodol made with coconut and coconut
juice and jiggery are a must have. When
on beach do sip on cool tender coconut
water. Besides touring, Goan feast is also
an important part of itinerary.
Tantalising Traditions
The warm and hospitable easy going
lifestyle along with adaptable customs
and traditions is another important
aspect of Goan heritage. People are free
to follow their respective religions, and its
attached customs and traditions. In fact,
many of these customs and traditions
are seen during festivals, wedding
celebrations, feasts and jatras celebrated
across the State. Don’t miss out on
witnessing some of Goa’s traditional
occupations such as basket weaving,
pottery, cashew distillation, shell work

6

Festivals are the
best time to witness
Goa’s culture when
artists and artisans
converge on the
streets to showcase
local and traditional
dances, folklore,
and handicrafts

and handicrafts. Rural Goa offers
glimpses of the traditional forms of Goan
life and lifestyles. Places like Ancestral
Goa gives an insight into the Goan life
and occupations of the yester years. On
beaches, watch out for the ramponkars
casting their nets in the wee hours of
the morning. Views of Goa’s salt pans,
salt fish industry and tile painting are
mesmerising too.
And last but not the least, Goa’s heritage
is relished through music that is
embedded in the soul of every Goan. The
older generations engage in traditional
music and drama and the Mando and
Tiatrs that are popular even today.
Goa’s churches and temples absorbs
the tourists into Goan music which is
distinct for both Christian and Hindu
communities.

In the pictures
1 Light House of
Fort Aguada,
Sinquerim Goa
2 St. Cajetan
Church, Old Goa
3 Women
performing
Dhalo, a
traditional Goan
dance

If you are planning to visit Goa between
September and December, do not miss
out on Sarvajanik Ganesh Utsavs, the
Narkasur parades on the eve of Diwali,
Christmas cribs where you will witness
communal harmony at its peak. The
warmth and hospitality of Goans is
brimming and something that one
cherishes forever.

5

4 Lip-smacking
Goan food
5 View of Resort
Rio, Arpora, Goa
6 Glimpse
of colonial
architecture
in Goa

For More information and booking
Call: +(91) - (832) - 2438830/31
Email: reservations@goa-tourism.com
Online: www.goa-tourism.com
officialgoatourism
TourismGoa

To download the app
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The land of the

rising sun
Besides the kimono-clad women, quaint cobbled streets, temples
and shrines, an irreplaceable ingredient in travels to Japan is
omotenashi – Japanese hospitality
Words : Tirthankar Ghosh

J

apan exults in its Japan-ness. Japan
stares you in the face – and believe me,
in a good way. Wherever you may be,
there are unending little bows, kimonoclad women, preserved centuries-old
quaint cobbled streets, peace-exuding environs
of numerous temples and shrines, the Shinkansen
bullet train, the architectural marvels of Hiroshi
Hara at Kyoto and Osaka and stores upon stores
filled with chocolates and goodies with names we
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will never know because everything on the packet
is in Japanese! Japan grows on you!
Before anything else, a small advice. Part of the
Japan-ness is the experience of omotenashi.
Though the word sounds much like one of the
country’s famous dishes, it is not. Omotenashi
is something that everyone, especially gaijin or
foreigners get a taste of from the moment you set
your foot in Narita. Omotenashi, which broadly

A

Osaka's
principal tourist
attraction –
Dotonbori
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means Japanese hospitality is more than
that – a mixture of politeness, a desire
to maintain brotherly love and avoid
anything that brings in difficulties, unease
or conflict. So, while there are bows and a
loud irasshaimase (welcome) as you enter
a restaurant or a shop, it is not unusual
to cross people on the streets wearing
surgical masks so as to avoid passing
on their cold to others or mall cashiers
stopping their work to run after you with
the credit card you forgot at her desk.
Even the taxis practice omotenashi. The
doors open as soon as you get near one and
shut automatically as you make yourself
comfortable inside.

KENJI HIRAMATSU

Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
“India and Japan are
now enjoying even closer
friendly relations through
economic and cultural
exchange. Japan wishes
to welcome many more
Indian visitors. We will
enhance our efforts to
support your visit with
Japan National Tourism
Organization(JNTO) Office
to be established in India
soon. During your visit to
Japan, you will not only
discover Japan but also
find many linkages to India
due to our long history of
interaction. Enjoy your
travel to Japan.”
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Shirahama
Beach

Tourists to Japan can be spoilt for choice
since there is so much to see and do. And
anytime of the year is perfect for a visit
although the weather around June, July
and August is hot and humid. The trains and
buses are comfortable and oh yes, always
on time. More important, everything is so
organised and proper that one doesn’t mind
moving even with crowds on the streets.
That organisation is so apparent as you
step into the Japan Airlines’ Dreamliner at

Delhi (JAL has a daily flight to Narita). The
plane itself is wonderful: the mood lighting
keeps you fresh and the 
largely -black
-and-redseats in the P
 remium Economy
are not only roomy and have enough
legroom but somehow provide a calming
environment. Topping it all was the noise
cancelling headphones, the USB port and
power outlets. Add to that the JAL inflight
magazine, Skyward, and a guide to the
inflight entertainment, JAL Moove. What
else can one want? Without doubt, JAL
flight attendants are graceful, quiet and
alert: suggesting a drink and helping with
your bags. The early morning arrival of the
flight is perfect. Narita looked as busy as
ever at seven in the morning and there was
time enough to bus it to Haneda airport.
If it is your first visit to Japan, head
westwards to the Kansai region. Once
the centre of government, economy and
culture, the region’s 10 prefectures
housed Japan’s capitals for more than
1,200 years. Fly out of Haneda on a JAL
domestic flight to Nanki Shirahama in
Wakayama prefecture – a sea resort town
that possibly boasts of an Indian – oops –
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Nepali-Indian restaurant (incidentally, the
only other Indian restaurant that we tried
out was at Osaka city and its ancestry too
was Nepali-Indian). More than the food,
the little town holds a record of sorts in
its Adventure World mini zoo where seven
of nine pandas in Japan are kept in their
natural habitat. Add to that the dolphin
show that is a must not only for kids and
what you end up with is a full day’s outing.
Fun and games done, take time out to
visit the Sandanbeki Cave. In Shirahama’s
version of the 12 Apostles on the Great
Ocean Road in Australia, there is an
elevator that goes down 36 m underground
to the cavern washed by sea waves. Once
a hiding place of the Kumano pirates of
the Heian era (794-1185), today there is a
shrine of Benzaiten who we were informed
was the goddess of everything that flows:
water, words, knowledge, speech, music
and eloquence.
Next stop should be Koyasan. A world
heritage site with its 117 temples along with
the Kongobuji Head Temple, it is the sacred
centre of Japanese Shingon Buddhism and
one that could instantly appeal to most
Indians. That is because of the Sankosho
or a trident-shaped esoteric instrument
used by monks in Buddhist ceremonies.
The story goes that the founder of Shingon
Buddhism, Kobo Daishi, who had crossed
the sea to China in search of Buddhist
teachings in the year 804, was in search
of a place in Japan to impart what he had
learnt. Before he left China, he threw
a Sankosho in the air and it landed on a

Before leaving Koyasan, take a short trip to
the university close by to see an Indian link –
a statue of Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar
52 | Vistara | September 2016
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Gateway to
the Kongobuji
Temple
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Passengers flying with
Vistara's interline partner
Japan Airlines get the
benefit of checkingin their international
baggage allowance on
Vistara’s network. Japan
Airlines’ passengers
baggage allowance is 23
kg each for two pieces of
baggage in Economy.

Vistara connects
Japan Airlines flyers to
17 Indian cities from
T3 of IGI Airport,
New Delhi
Japan Airlines also
connects Vistara flyers
from Bengaluru, Kolkata,
Mumbai, Ahmedabad,
Lucknow, Hyderabad Goa
and many others to all the
major cities in Japan.
Japan Airlines flyers
connecting on Vistara for
a domestic destination
will be able to check-in
their luggage at Narita
International airport for
their final stop. Since
Vistara operates out of
international terminals at
New Delhi and Mumbai,
interline passengers have
the benefit of seamless
same terminal transfers.

Interline passengers
can choose from an
array of gourmet meals
while flying in any of our
cabin classes, including
India’s only Premium
Economy class.
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pine tree at Koyasan. It is here that he
founded the Shingon Buddhism Centre.
Today, that pine’s needles supposedly
grow in groups of threes and anyone who
finds such a needle – as the story goes –
is blessed with riches.

Often passed
over by tourists
for its flashy
sister, Tokyo,
Osaka is a
perfect blend
of the best of
contemporary
hip with
country charm

You might not be lucky to find such a
needle, but the rich experience in the
serene surroundings with the monks
will enrich your soul. There are 52
temples in the complex that provide
lodging and each one offers those who
stay the opportunity to view the cultural
treasures, appreciate the rock gardens
and taste shojin – a vegetarian delicacy.
If you are fortunate enough, you could
even be a part of Japan’s famous tea
ceremony performed by the head monk’s
wife. But before leaving Koyasan, take a
short trip to the university close by to see
an Indian link – a statue of Dr Babasaheb
Ambedkar.
A train ride away from Wakayama is
Kyoto. The station is one of Hiroshi

Kiyomizudera temple
in Kyoto

Hara’s creations and is quite unlike the city
with its historic streets and old temples and
shrines. The station has a hotel, a shopping
mall with the well-known 100 Yen Shop,
small museums, restaurants and more. But
it is the Shinkyogoku shopping arcade with
outlets selling a wide variety of souvenirs,
clothes, silverware and more that is so
special about the city. Another speciality
here is the opportunity for an immersion into,
perhaps, one of Japan’s oldest traditions: the
kimono. And it is in Kyoto that you can visit
the Nishijin Textile Centre to go through the
experience of wearing a silk kimono, seeing a
kimono fashion show and picking up artistic
creations from paintings to exquisite silk ties.
But how can you leave Kyoto without a taste
of tofu? The city has a healthy obsession for
the delicate handmade soft block of protein
with the silken creaminess of custard. The
kinds that are made every morning in Kyoto
are top-of-the-line and considered the best
in Japan and therefore, the world. Pick from
any of the speciality restaurants that dish
out tofu creations and you will be surprised
at the variety and tastes that tofu offers.
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Osaka
Factfile
Osaka in Japanese
means a large hill or a
big slope.
Osaka is located in the
Kansai Region of Japan.
Osaka accounts for close
to one-fifth of the Gross
Domestic Product
(GDP) of Japan
An economic hub, the
city has an economic
output of $ 600 billion
It is the 13th largest
city in the world
Quite unlike its big
brother Tokyo, Osaka's
people are considered
more friendly and
approachable
The legendary Universal
Studios opened its first
park outside USA in
Osaka
Occupied by over 10.5
million people, Osaka
is the second largest
metropolitan city in
Japan after Tokyo
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Other than Donki and Universal Studios, it is
food that Osakans are proud of – the city boasts
of a variety of ramen eateries
THE Last stop
Osaka is Japan’s third-most-populated city.
Often passed over by tourists for its flashy
sister, Tokyo, Osaka is a perfect blend of
the best of contemporary hip with country
charm. Stay in Umeda, well-known for its
nightlife or move out at night to the city’s
renowned Donki (short for Don Quijote)
stores in the Namba neighbourhood – part
of Dotonbori, the city’s principal tourist
destination – where you can get anything,
from stationery to sake and everything in
between at comfortably low prices. And
don’t worry about the timings as the stores
are open 24 hours.
Osaka has more than just shopping. There
is the iconic 173 m Umeda Sky Building,
another Hara creation, with its Floating
Garden or Kuchu Teien on the rooftop
which provides a 360-degree view of the

city, making it a favourite with tourists
and locals. Hailed as one of the top 20
buildings around the world in 2008 by the
UK edition of The Times, the experience
of the mid-air escalator ride up from the
35th to the 39th floor entrance of the
Floating Garden is unique. For movie
aficionados, there is Universal Studios
with special attention to Harry Potter,
Spiderman (the Spiderman attraction,
incidentally, is sponsored by JAL) and
a host of rides. Other than Donki and
Universal Studios, it is food that Osakans
are proud of. Hailed by renowned chef
Anthony Bourdain for their kuidaore
ideology (a word that roughly means “to
ruin oneself by extravagance in food”),
the city boasts of Yokocho or drinking
alleys in the Shisekai area to a variety of
ramen eateries, the famous Kani Doraku
crab restaurant and of course, street food

E

Umeda Sky
Building
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JAPAN
FACTS
Behind the US and
China, Japan is
the world's third
largest economy

The exposure to politeness leads
you to act kindly, often smiling as
you give way to those wanting to
take the elevator before you

Over 127 million
people live in Japan
National
Foundation Day of
Japan is a national
holiday and is
celebrated on
February 11
Over 70 per
cent of Japan
is mountainous
terrain
There are over 200
volcanoes in Japan
Mount Fuji, the
tallest mountain in
Japan, is also an
active volcano
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A castle
in Osaka
during
autumn

G

Japan
Airlines
inflight
view

like the tako-yaki, deep fried balls with an
octopus filling and okonomiyaki, a pancake
with pork, seafood and egg on a base
of noodles.
The winner is the Kushikatsu restaurant –
apparently an Osakan creation – where you
can choose your skewered veggies, meats
and seafood, deep-fry them at your table
before slathering them in sauces of choice
before eating them.
We bid adieu to Japan with an image that
will remain etched in my memory: that of a
hotel clerk, a bellboy and his senior standing
with their heads bowed waving goodbye till
our taxi passed out of their sight. That was
omotenashi at its best! It is contagious. The
exposure to so much politeness leads you
to act kindly and gently, often smiling as
you give way to those wanting to take the
elevator before you. Why don’t you bring a
tiny bit of omotenashi home and spread it
around? If nothing else, it’s worth visiting
Japan for that.
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Shore
and the city
The capital of Andaman and Nicobar – Port Blair offers a relaxing
vacation in company of woods, caves, museums and historic remnants
Words : Rhucha Kulkarni

P

ort Blair: gateway to the
sun, sand and surf of the
natural
beauty-endowed
Andamans.
A
perfect
nirvana for the urban
dweller, enveloped in a modicum
of the unchanged from times
immemorial. Unchanged is the soulful
pace of life folded in the warps of time.
Lingering in the air is the decadence
of colonial rule, untouched in the face
of time and tides. Unchanged are the
remotest heavens of biodiversity far
removed from the gnawing realities
of urbanisation, a visit to this land of

the unchanged and unfathomable is an
eye-opener and an enchanter.
A smooth landing at Veer Savarkar
International Airport and a two km
drive brings you to the buzzing capital
of Andaman and Nicobar, Port Blair.
Remnants of the British era cast long
shadows on the city-streets as well
as on the soul while the unparalleled
virgin beauty of the beaches wraps
you in a fuzzy warmth. Balmy breezes
kiss your hair and skin instantly
transporting you to happy tropical
days to come.

Day 1: Sombre Beginnings
at Cellular Jail
Dig right into the historic flavour of
Port Blair with a visit to the Cellular
Jail. Built by the British over 14
years and completed in 1906, its
imposing walls once housed political
prisoners from the Indian freedom
movement. Tales of struggle and
sorrow scream from the 700 solitary
confinement cells. Termed as Kala
Pani literally meaning black water,
the site features a revered shrine
as a sign of respect and reverence
today. The Marine Science Museum,

Built by the British
over 14 years and
completed in 1906,
the Cellular Jail’s
imposing walls once
housed political
prisoners from the
Indian freedom
movement
September 2016 | www.airvistara.com | 61
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Vistara

Scuba Diving
In Andaman
At 17 m below the
waves, the world was of
a different hue of blue.
On top, the rain lashed
the boats and sea turned
choppy, but we were in a
world of weightlessness
and total silence. Four
of us were close to “the
wall” as it is famously
called in the diving circles
in Havelock Island in
Andamans. Melissa, our
dive instructor, floated
away from the wall and
stood suspended in water
with her hair streaming.
The only difference from
space was the abundance
of life. Teeming around us
were shoals of fish, Giant
Trevally. They circled
their lovely silver sides
reflecting the flashes of
sun’s rays. Scorpion fish
hid amid rocks; Snappers,
large Groupers, Lion fish
and Parrot fish made
their frequent swim-by.
Andaman is a Mecca for
diving with world-class
dive operators and dive
masters.
Best Months
November to April
Best dive operator
Dive India, the original
PADI company.
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For more historical charms, get ready
to hop onto your first island visit of the
archipelago, Ross Island
also called Samudrika, is a peep into
the complexities of the Indian Navy. A
tribute to the majestic seas and their
might, you can feast your eyes on
beautiful specimens of colourful corals
and scintillating shells. That is your
first true feel of the sun and the surf.
As more historical charms await, get
ready to hop onto your first island
visit of the archipelago, Ross Island.
A private ferry from Aberdeen Jetty
takes you here. They echo of sordid
war tales. Be sure to buy an entry
ticket on the mainland at the Water
Sports Complex or online in advance.
Less than a square km wide, the island

is a time capsule from the British era
and Japanese rule of the Andamans
with its ruins of a church, Chief
Commissioner’s house, a cathedral and
the Old Cemetery.
The adventurous ones can explore
the lesser frequented backside of the
island, an ancient war-zone, with ruins
of British barracks, some intact with
bunk beds even today. From 1942 to
1945, the Andaman Islands were under
Japanese rule.
The Japanese bunkers skittered about
are proof enough that those structures
of solid concrete walls once housed

A

Ruins of a
church at Ross
Islands
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Beaches,
Oh those beaches…

Phantom had his golden beach
of Keela-Wee and Andamans
has its sugary white beaches.
Be it the beaches on Ross
Island or those in Havelock,
there are arguably no better
beaches anywhere in the
world. Highly underrated
and undiscovered are the
beaches of Andamans. The
crown jewel of the beaches
is the famed Radhanagar
beach which is a slice of white
curving – the crescent of the
moon framed in the backdrop
with towering trees. In the
evening the beaches turn
lovely golden with the rays of
the setting sun.

soldiers during the wars. Ross Island is
like a visit to a war-ridden past. Don’t
miss the infotainment – the amazing
sound and light show. Yet today, the isles’
rich wildlife has made many of these
primeval sights their home.

B

Shop of
Andaman
handicrafts,
Zonal
Anthropological
Museum

– Mike Johnsingh
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A stroll through fragrant spice gardens is
the ideal way to spend a romantic evening.
Head to Sippighat Agricultural Farm, 14
km west of Port Blair. A spice haven with
cultivations of clove, nutmeg, cinnamon,
pepper and coconut, the government farm
is spread over 80 acres. Guided tours
shall leave you more knowledgeable on
our daily dose of delicious spice-aromas.
End the day sipping martinis at the North
Bay Beach on the backdrop of the famous
light house that appears in all `20 notes.

A lovely walk along a bridge connecting Port
Blair with a neighbouring island brings you to
the Chatham Saw Mill – a forest museum

Kayaking for Bio
Luminescence
Apollo 13, the famous movie
starring Tom Hanks was
my first introduction to bio
luminescence where he explains
how the wake of his aircraft
carrier creates a fluorescent
path in the sea and helps him
recover his crippled jet. Then
came the movie Avatar and it
became common knowledge
for all mankind. To see it for
real, head into the mangroves
of Andaman in a dark night in
a kayak. As the sun goes down
and stars light the inky black
sky just dip your paddles in the
water. Watch nature’s light show
at its best as the water turns
green with bio luminescence
when the plankton light up
green. Want a more personal
touch, just put your hand in the
water and watch the magic.
The trip lasts three hours and
the best part is you need no
kayaking experience to see this
magnificent show.

Day 2: Of surf-filled coves and
fragrant groves
What is a visit to the Andamans without
you inviting the warm salty waters to
play with your happy feet, engulfing
them with the softness of the sand?
Six kilometres away from Port Blair is
Corbyn’s Cove. Unleash the adventurer
in you by indulging in some actionpacked water sports. Or just laze around
on the coconut-palm fringed beach with
a sun-bask. This is your true escape to
oh-so-Andamans.

A lovely walk along a bridge connecting
Port Blair with a neighbouring island
brings you to the Chatham Saw Mill,
today housing a forest museum. For the
museum-minded, the Anthropological
Museum and Fishery Museum are great
visits in the heart of Port Blair.

B
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The mud volcano forms
a magnificent sight

D

Mount Harriet
national park

E

A view of the
tropical forest

Day 3: Be bemused at
Baratang Island
Pristine island-hopping on your mind?
These overnight getaways shall appease
the recluse in you. On day three, head
straight to Baratang Island, 100 km
by road from Port Blair through dense
rain forests.

Best time
to visit
Port Blair
is between
October and
May. It is also
the time for
local festivals

Getting there
Vistara
operates daily
flights to Port
Blair from
Kolkata

C

Hitch a boat ride at Nilambur Jetty
through narrow mangroves, then hike
1.5 km through verdant tropical forests
to arrive at huge intimidating stalactites
and stalagmites
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Home to the tribal community of
Jarawas, Baratang has beautiful
beaches, mangrove creeks, mud
volcanoes and limestone caves. Mind
you, a trip to the limestone caves is
not one for the faint-hearted! Hitch a
boat ride at Nilambur Jetty through
narrow mangroves, then hike 1.5 km
through verdant tropical forests to
arrive at huge intimidating stalactites
and stalagmites. Limestone structures
here shall leave you mesmerised with
a plethora of patterns and shadows
formed of marine life, shells, skeletons
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Deep Sea
Fishing
Our 40-foot high speed
boat aptly called the
Great White proudly
flying the Indian Tricolour
churned the azure blue
waters white in its wake.
With numerous fishing
rods jutting out it looked
more like a high tech
surveillance boat. We
were in search of the
Giant Trevally and Dog
Tooth Tuna. Fishing in
Andaman is not just about
fishing. It was a means to
get as close as possible to
the 300 odd islands that
make up the Andaman
group. We set out from
Havelock harbour post
noon preparing to
position ourselves at the
right time when the fish
start hunting. The engines
gunned up and we raced
for pools of foaming and
frothing water and out
went the lures arching
into the sky and into
the mass of milling fish.
Suddenly the line went
taut and the cry “fish
on” got our blood racing,
the reel sang a tune as
the line spun out with a
Giant Trevally pulling at
the other end. The battle
lasted 10 minutes and a
tired Trevally circled the
boat. A quick photo shoot
and it was released back
into the deep blue waters.
– Mike Johnsingh
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Port Blair is a window to the
delightful – a potpourri of culture, history,
leisure, luxury, sports and much more
and corals. But remember to take the
forest department’s permission and hire
a local guide.
The next must-visit is Mud Volcano,
approachable by road from Nilambur
Jetty. A vehicle ride up to Jarawa Creek
followed by a short trek of 250 m brings
you to this magnificent creation. Natural
gases ooze from the ground, harden on
the surface resulting in a visual treat –
a miniature volcano mud crater.
Care for a bird’s eye view of Port Blair?
Catch a ferry and arrive at the summer
headquarters of the Chief Commissioner
during the British Raj – Mount Harriet.
Get an amazing view of Port Blair
and the surrounding islands from this
vantage point, 365 metre high. From

Chatham Jetty in Port Blair, vehicle
ferry services are available to Bamboo
Flat. From here, it is a seven km uphill
drive by the side of the sea to Mount
Harriet check post. By road, Mount
Harriet is a 55 km drive from Port Blair.
A warning – prior permission from the
forest department is required to visit
Mount Harriet.
Port Blair is indeed a window to the
delightful – a potpourri of culture,
history, leisure, luxury, sports and
so much more! End your refreshing
rendezvous with shopping at Aberdeen
Bazaar, teeming with local flavours
and artefacts! A must-do to immerse
yourself in everything Port-Blair,
before you bid a wistful goodbye to this
soulful sensation of the seas!

F

On a fishing
venture in
Andaman
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Creating

‘herstory’
With PV Sindhu and Sakshi Malik, Rio 2016 has
given India two new sports icons

T

he Rio Olympics 2016 has come
to an end and two of India’s bright
sporting stars ensured that the
medal tally was not blanked out.
If there is one story that clearly
emerged out of Sakshi Malik’s bronze medal
win against Kyrgyzstan’s Aisuluu Tynybekova
or PV Sindhu’s fight for gold with world
number one Carolina Marin, it is that of the
promising future of sports in India. In fact,
Sindhu’s match set new viewership standards
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on mainstream as well as social media with
renowned personalities from across fields
joining the “Go Sindhu” chorus. Whether a
majority of India’s Rio 2016 participants get a
second chance to make their country proud at
the Olympics, only time will decide. But what
these sportspersons have already ensured
with their Olympic participation, topped by
the glorious feats of Sindhu and Sakshi is that
Generation Next has no dearth of icons to
seek inspiration from.

people
Personality

Olympic Silver

PV Sindhu
(Badminton)

Superstar Rajinikanth, who rarely posts on social media,
took to Twitter wishing her best for the final match

T

he
nation’s
newfound
badminton sensation received
a grand welcome at Rajiv
Gandhi International Airport in
Hyderabad the day she landed
with the Olympic silver. In what clearly
depicts a sharp rise in her popularity,
the ace shuttler’s twitter following shot
to 1,73,000 from earlier 20,000 on the
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day of the match with the likes of Sachin
Tendulkar, Rajinikant and personalities
from across fields encouraging her to
go for Gold. And despite having won the
first set against Spain’s world number
one shuttler Carolina Marin, Sindhu
lost the subsequent sets and settled
for a silver — becoming the youngest
Indian to achieve the feat. But the claim

First and the only
Indian woman to
win an Olympic
silver, Sindhu’s
coach Pullela
Gopichand has
said that the best
from his pupil is
yet to come

to fame has been a rather gradual and
consistent process for Sindhu who
chose badminton over volleyball —
the sport her parents played. Born to
Arjuna awardee father PV Ramana,
Sindhu took to badminton at the age
of eight. The fact that she reported at
the Pullela Gopichand Academy sharp
on time, every day despite travelling
56 km, reflected the seriousness with
which she played the sport. “The most
striking feature in Sindhu’s game is her
attitude and the never-say-die spirit,”
her coach Gopichand had once said
about her.
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Already a champion across Asian and
Commonwealth Games, Sindhu rose to
fame in 2012 when she made it among
top 20 in world rankings. The youngest
Indian woman to bag an Olympic Silver
and the youngest civilian to be honoured
with a Padma Shri, the collective
awards money that the 21-year-old
has been bestowed with has akready
crossed over `13 crore. And a humble
Sindhu returned the overwhelming
appreciation saying, “Thank you for the
blessings... you made my day” even as
her coach added that the best from his
pupil is yet to come.

Score Card
• Rio Olympics
2016: Silver medal
• World
Championships
(Guangzhou 2013,
Copenhagen
2014): Bronze
medal
• Asian Games
Incheon 2014:
Bronze medal
• Commonwealth
Games Glasgow
2014: Bronze
medal

people
Personality

Olympic Bronze

Sakshi Malik
(Wrestling)

Among other things Sakshi Malik sacrificed for 12 years while
undergoing wrestling training was her breakfast

I

thank every Indian for
this medal. This medal is
dedicated to all Indians
who supported me. Thank
you” — Sakshi Malik said
on social media on August 18, a
day after she bagged the bronze
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medal at Rio. But the success
and limelight that the medal has
brought along with it was just
virtual when the 23-year-old was
training for 12 years, dreaming
for the day that dawned in Rio
on August 18. The tales of hard

people
Personality

Score Card
• Rio Olympics
2016: Bronze
medal
• Asian
Championships
Doha 2015: Bronze
medal
• Commonwealth
Games Glasgow
2014: Silver medal
• Commonwealth
Championship
Johannesburg
2013: Bronze
medal

A kabaddi player
initially, Sakshi’s
mother, Sudesh
Malik, took her
to the wrestling
training
academy in
Rohtak where
she trained with
boys fighting
odds
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work and rigorous training sessions
aside, if there is anything that aptly
summarised the sweat that has gone
behind creating the young sports icon,
it was her photograph that showed her
having breakfast. “A proper breakfast!
How I have missed you,” she said
in the photograph she posted on a
social media platform. For years as
she underwent training with patience,
Sakshi sacrificed the things she loved
the most — breakfast being just one
of them. And quite like the match that
got her the Olympic medal, glory and
the Khel Ratna honour, Sakshi’s story
is one depicting the fight of a smalltown girl from rural Haryana against
a patriarchal society.
A kabaddi player initially, Sakshi’s
mother, Sudesh Malik, took her to the
wrestling training academy in Rohtak

where she trained with boys, fighting
odds. On August 18, when Sakshi
prevailed against Aisuluu Tynybekova
of Kyrgyzstan 8-5 in women’s
58 kg wrestling match for the Olympic
bronze medal, the Mokra-girl set the
record straight.
Speaking to journalists on the sidelines
of Rio 2016, Sakshi, after her win, said
that her victory has shown how “women
should be encouraged” to take up
wrestling. And while the young sporting
star is sure to have more Olympics to
come, the country’s buddying wrestlers
now have an icon to follow.
As Sakshi prepares for more glorious
Olympic wins in the future; that she
will be accompanied by many like her
in years to come is a fact her victory in
Rio 2016 has already assured.
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food
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Food

street

Piquant, spicy, sweet – street food in India is varied,
eclectic and perhaps the best way to acquaint
oneself with the diverse culture of the country
Words: Mini Ribeiro

E

ach city in India offers
its
own
regional
specialities, brimming
with local flavours,
which are available
on the streets, sold by vendors
or roadside eateries. Typically,
street food is reasonably priced
and offers such a wide variety
that there is something for every
palate. From golgappas and chaats
to rolls and paranthas and from
kebabs and biryanis to jalebis and

kulfis, one can savour them all on
the busy streets in various towns
and cities in India.
Lucknow
If Delhi is the Mecca of street food,
Lucknow is equally a gourmand’s
delight. The city is synonymous
with delectable kebabs. Galawati
or galouti, is a melt-in-the-mouth
patty of finely-minced mutton taken
from the leg of a lamb, ground
thrice and marinated generously

palette
food

must try joints
in lucknow
Chaat
Lucknowites swear by
Royal Café in Hazratganj.
Besides the lip smacking
dahi-vada, papdi, ghugni,
aloo dum, bhujia, onion,
chutneys and pani-batasha
which comes in five
flavours, its basket chaat
is a not-to-miss dish.
Neelkanth, Gomti Nagar,
Radhey Lal from Aliganj
are equally good options.
Mutton biryani
Get a taste of real Awadhi
flavour at Oudhyana. For
a more local experience,
Idris Dhaba in Chowk Area
is a great place to get
authentic Lucknow Biryani.
Handi chicken
Kalika Hut in Azamgarh,
besides a numerous joints
in Badshah Nagar and
Gomti Nagar serve the
aromas.

A

A haven for non-vegetarians, Lucknow is also
known for its chaat — golgappas are called
batashas here
with spices and shallow-fried on a large
tawa. Typically served with a naan or
roomali roti, this is easily available
across Lucknow on every street.
Shaami kebabs, kormas, nihari-kulcha,
ulta tawa parantha and mutton biryani,
are other signature street delicacies
of Lucknow, which one cannot miss.
Potatoes, flour and dairy products
are typically used in the street food
of Lucknow.
One may consider Lucknow a haven for
non-vegetarians with all the varieties
of kebabs that are on offer but equally
delectable is the chaat here. “Chaats
are primarily vegetarian and encompass
a variety — from a rasgulley ki chaat
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to aloo kachalu chaat to tokri chaat to
bharwan tikki aur matar,” informs Chef
Sandeep Pande, director (culinary),
Renaissance Lucknow Hotel. He adds,
“Kuti lal mirch or hand-pounded red
chilli powder is one spice that is made
use of generously.”
Served in leaf bowls, golgappas here are
known as batashas. Apart from the sweet
and tangy chutneys, as in other parts of
India, curd or dahi is a must addition, to
give an extra zing.
Not only is the roadside tea piping hot
and rejuvenating, owing to the quality
of milk, but certain tea stalls up the
experience further, by offering bunmaska along with it, which is a traditional

A

Lucknow is
famous for
kormas and
kebabs
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B
If there is one
specialty that
Chandigarh
boasts of, it is
the varieties
of parathas its
restaurants offer

B

leavened sweetened bun with freshly
churned butter.
“For a quick streetside breakfast,
there is khasta, a leavened shortbread,
fried and served with potato subzi
with potato skins intact. Then there
is gulgule, a fermented dough with
sesame coating, a great hit with
children and youngsters,” adds Chef
Pande. Lucknowis are known for their
sweet tooth and so, rabri falooda, kulfi
and malai ki gilori are sweet dishes sold
all over the city.
Chandigarh
It may be a planned and developed city
with a plethora of swish restaurants
and eating places yet foodies throng
roadside eateries to enjoy the
local flavours.
Interestingly, Chandigarh offers a
melange of dishes from different parts
of north India. Anurag Bainola, Sous
Chef, The Lalit Chandigarh, rates the
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Amritsari kulcha as one of the most
popular street foods here. “Crisp on
the outside, soft and flaky inside with
oodles of butter, served with chhole
and tangy onion chutney, this is a must
have in Chandigarh.”
North India’s fetish for paranthas is
evident in almost every locality of
Chandigarh. Egg parantha stuffed
with a spicy egg mash or even beaten
and poured over a parantha and then
fried is characteristic of this place.
Eggs are served in a dish called roti
omelette. Non-vegetarians also gorge
on chicken rolls, with a delicious
filling of chicken, onions and spices
in a maida parantha, fried on a tawa.
One cannot possibly visit Chandigarh
and not try the various chaats like tikki

chaat, kachori chaat, golgappas and
kachoris with bhaji.
Most snacks are replete with dairy
products in some form such as
yoghurt, cream, butter and ghee. Those
conscious of hygiene can savour street
food at The Lalit Chandigarh where the
chefs recreate an experience, using
fresh and good quality ingredients,
prepared hygienically. “The Chai Tapri
we have in the hotel during evenings
serves the guests street-style variety
of kadak chai along with an array of
snacks. The concept is hugely popular
here,” reveals Chef Bainola.
The ones seeking something sweet and
decadent, can indulge in a sweet lassi
or a creamy kesar pista kulfi.

A treat for street food-lovers, Chandigarh
offers a melange of dishes from different
parts of north India
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recipe
shami kebabs
Ingredients
500 g minced mutton,
2 eggs, 1 chopped onion,
5 chopped green chillies,
100 chana (soaked overnight),
10 pods garlic, 1 tbsp jeera,
4 cardamoms, 1 inch
cinnamon, ginger,
6 peppercorns, 4 red chillies
and butter

Method
Boil the mutton in
approximately three cups of
water in which one tablespoon
of salt is already added. Boil till
the meat is tender and water is
absorbed.
Grind the meat into a paste.
Now grind the cumin seeds,
garlic, cardamoms, cinnamon,
ginger, peppercorns, chillies,
soaked chana into a fine paste.
Mix the pastes together and
blend them well.
Beat the eggs and mix them
with the mixture above to make
a uniform dough.
Add finely chopped chillies to
the dough and mix.
Make small pieces of
the dough and shape them like
kebabs.
Fry till they turn golden brown
and serve with chutney or
ketchup
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Varanasi
Eating in the congested and narrow
lanes, spreading from Dashashwamedh
to Assi Ghat of Varanasi, is an
unparalleled experience.
According to Anup Gupta, Executive Chef,
The Gateway Hotel Ganges, Varanasi, “The
streets of Varanasi are always known for
its chaats. These tangy, sweet and savoury
chaats are popular among travellers and a
daily binge among locals.”
The most notable ones are Tamatar ki
chaat, a delectable concoction of fresh
tomatoes cooked in ghee and khoya and
topped with sheera and crisps served in
earthen kulhads, palak patta chaat, crisp
spinach fritters topped with yoghurt
and sauces, aloo tikki chat, pani puri,
hare mattar ki ghugni, dal phara and
khasta kachori.”
Kachoris of different types is again
something Varanasi is synonymous
with. Simple puris served with aloo
rassa (potato gravy) usually during
breakfast, regular kachoris stuffed
with moong daal served with aloo rassa or
chutney and the mini-kachoris on the ghats
served with aloo rassa, are all eaten with
equal relish. Sattu parathas served with

D
pickle or murabbas are a not-to-be-missed
dish in this holy city. Palm-sized jalebas,
a bigger version of the syrupy jalebis, is
a common breakfast item here, during
Subah-e-Benaras, the famous sunrise.

Hing or asafoetida, paan ki jad, saffron,
cumin, mustard, nuts and chironji are
typical ingredients used abundantly in the
street food of Varanasi.
Contrary to popular belief, Varanasi also
boasts of an equal array of non-vegetarian
delicacies. Says Chef Gupta, “Shaami
kebabs, chapli kebab, seekh kebab, C
tandoori chicken (generally cooked on
traditional sigdi), kormas with roomali roti
and ultey tawe ka parantha are some of
D
the favourites.”

Varanasi’s
colourful ghats
offer equally
vibrant varieties
of foods
Pista burfi
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Onion
bhajis are
commonplace
in Kochi

F

Pura haah or
roasted duck
is relished by
non-vegetarians
in Guwahati

One can’t be in Varanasi and miss
a glass of thandai, the chilled milk
drink, a concoction of elaichi, rose
petals, garam masala and kesar.
Kochi
A drive across Kochi after dusk and
one witnesses the mushrooming
of makeshift roadside stalls or
thattukadas, buzzing with activity.
The food is freshly prepared and
served hot. Also, it is easy on the
pocket. Thattu dosa omelette, or
“omblate” as it is colloquially called,
is a small dosa omelette which is
by far one of the most popular and
filling snacks served with spicy
coconut chutney and mulaku vellam
or watery chilli chutney.
Fried food is preferred by the locals
and thus, parippuvada or lentil
fritters, ullivada or onion bhajjis are
commonplace. “Kappa or tapioca and
meen (fish) curry, kakka irachi fry
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(clam fry) and porotta or parathas
with beef fry are eternal favourites
of the locals. Interestingly, each dish
has an accompanying coconut or
tomato chutney and idi chammanthi
or dry podi,” says Chef Michael Saju,
Executive Chef, Holiday Inn, Kochi.
Curry leaves, ginger, garlic, garam
masala and spices like cinnamon,
cloves and black pepper are an
integral part of these dishes.” Sea
food lovers opt for natholi (anchovies)
and chala (sardines) in spite of the
strong aromas as these have unique
flavours.

to Executive Chef Anirban Dasgupta
from Vivanta by Taj, Guwahati, “The
most common ingredients that find
a place in the street food varieties
are chicken, fish, pork and crab
for khorika and rice for making
Guwahati’s favourite, tekeli pitha.”
Another delicacy is aloo pitika where
mashed potato is combined with
ginger and a dash of mustard oil
to prepare a spicy and flavourful
snack. At some places, ridge gourd,
bitter gourd or even brinjals replace
potatoes. Sira doi or beaten rice
served with curd and jaggery is
another must-try.

Guwahati
The famous street food of Guwahati
are tekeli pitha, chanachuur, khorika
and momos. Rice is the staple diet
and khar (alkaline), tenga (tangy
dish), pura (roasted) and pitika
(mashed chutney) are included in
some form or the other. According

Roasted dishes being common, pura
gahori, a roasted pork preparation
and pura haah or roasted duck, are
relished by non-vegetarians in small
roadside eateries. With a sizeable
Marwari community in Assam, a
wide variety of chaat is also available
on the streets.

Kaleidoscope
photo frames

Shot

on site
In a country obsessed with movies, Bollywood is almost
a religion. We take a look at the exotic locations within
the country that stood out with equal prominence in the
films as their star cast
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Pichola lake and City
Palace at night. Udaipur
Udaipur and its palaces form the most exotic
and royal backdrops for films. While movies
such as Eklavya, Bhool Bhulaiya, Paheli and
many more have been shot in Rajasthan, the
most recent one, Khoobsurat starring Sonam
Kapoor, showed Udaipur in its grandeur and
royal glory. (Inset) A still from Khoobsurat
September 2016 | www.airvistara.com | 91
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Athirapally falls, Kerala
The Athirapally Falls in Thrissur district of Kerala has been
featured prominently in the song Behene de in Mani Ratnam’s
Raavan. During the shoot, the team had built huge sets around
the location and the stunts against the hazy waterfall backdrop
were directed by Mani Ratnam himself. (Inset) A still from Raavan
Vistara flies daily to Kochi from Delhi
and Mumbai. From Kochi, Athirapally is
about 71 km by road.
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Landscape of
KulLu Valley
Ranbir Kapoor and Deepika
Padukone starrer Yeh
Jawaani Hai Deewani has
been shot extensively at
various locations in Manali,
Himachal Pradesh. The
scenes when the two
become friends were shot
at Gulaba, Hidimba Temple
in Manali.
(Inset) A still from Yeh
Jawaani Hai Deewani

Vistara operates
daily flights
between Delhi
and Chandigarh.
From
Chandigarh,
Manali is about
310 km.
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Indus Valley, Ladakh

The mirror-like reflections of
sandy mountains in Ladakh’s
lakes rose to fame after they
featured in Aamir Khan and
Kareena Kapoor-starrer
3 Idiots. The final scene of the
film where Kareena rides on a
scooter and meets Rancho is
shot at Pengong Tso in Ladakh.
(Inset) A still from 3 Idiots.

Vistara
operates daily
flights between
Delhi and
Srinagar, from
where Leh is
about 400 km.
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gorgeous Gulmarg
Shah Rukh Khan and Anushka Sharma-starrer Jab
Tak Hai Jaan was shot at locations in Gulmarg, north
of Srinagar. The snowcapped mountains and beelining
Kashmiri houses made a perfect backdrop for the Katrina
Kaif-Aditya Roy Kapoor-starrer Fitoor (inset).
Vistara operates daily flights between
Delhi and Srinagar. Gulmarg is about 50
km from Srinagar.
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Varanasi ghat
The Ganges banks offer breathtaking views of the ghats at
Varanasi. Not surprisingly, the location is amongst the most
sought-after destinations for films. Raanjhanaa (inset) starring
Sonam Kapoor and Dhanush showed the picturesque Varanasi
ghats in the background.
Vistara flies daily between Delhi and Lucknow. From
Lucknow, Varanasi is about 320 km by road.
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Google office in New York

18 years ago

1998
Google is

September
Trivia

founded
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Search engine giant Google was founded
on September 4, 1998. Larry Page
and Sergey Brin, who met at Stanford
University and co-founded what is today
the world’s most used search engine. In
their early 20s then, Page and Brin –
both computer science students started
working on the search engine with a
motive to yield quick results from the
World Wide Web. They registered the
domain Google.com which is derived from
the word googol a term for numeric one
followed by 100 zeros. The duo thought
that the word best described the idea
behind the function of the domain. In
August 1998, the two received $1,00,000
from an investor. The same month, the

September 9, 1976
China’s biggest leader Mao Zedong
passed away on September 9, 1976
following a heart attack. Aged 82,
founding father of the People’s Republic
of China from its establishment in
1949, Mao’s theories and strategies he
developed during the struggle against
nationalists have a wide following
across the globe.

duo worked on a design around the logo to
inform Google users that they are out of
office to attend the Burning Man festival.
Since then, Google has been coming
up with numerous doodles to celebrate
significant events, anniversaries and
festivals in various regions. Today, Google
is the most widely used search engine
in the world and has revolutionised the
way data is created and searched on the
internet. Initially only a search platform,
today Google has redefined the flow of
information on the internet in terms of
content as well as advertising. In fact,
Google today is a verb meaning to search
the internet for information about a
person or topic.

September 30, 1954
World’s first nuclear submarine USS Nautilus
was commissioned under its commander
Eugene P Wilkinson on September 30, 1954.
It was the first submarine to complete
a submerged transit of the north pole on
August 3, 1958. A deviation from the then
common conventional submarines, the nuclear
reactor in the submarine enabled longer stay of
the vessel under water thus ensuring lethality.
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Monthly Forecast
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

You are likely to witness emotional turmoil in the
beginning of the month. The latter half of the month
indicates higher confidence levels making you feel
exultant. For those wanting to switch jobs, month-end
looks more favourable.
Lucky Colour: Red

Your sources of income are likely to multiply, thanks
to your effort. Challenges and problems need to be
dealt with in order to bring about a transformation in
career. New relationships are on the cards. No health
problems indicated.
Lucky Colours: White and Emerald Green

taurus

virgo

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

It is time to begin something new that you have been
contemplating for a long time. You may have been
mentally preparing for it, but now is the time to
execute your plans. End of month may prove to be a
good time to switch jobs.
Lucky Colours: Green and Olive

The month indicates low energy levels. You may
have to deal with health issues promptly. You need
to conserve energy for bigger, better and more
glamourous projects. Expect some pleasant surprises
towards the end of the month.
Lucky Colour: Cherry Brown

Financial gains are indicated all throughout this
month. Be careful about the people you invest in.
Some colleagues may seek your advice for problems
in their professional lives. Such interactions create
long-lasting bonds and friendships.
Lucky Colours: Dark Green and Turquoise

capricorn
Dec 22 - Jan 19
Your wishes are likely to be fulfilled. Fame and
profits are on cards. Good relations with friends are
likely to be fruitful at this time. You may get great
rewards as you learn to expand your communication
skills and be true to your inner self.
Lucky Colours: Beige and Brown

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

Try not to make monetary decisions single-handedly
this month as you may get into a loss. Romantically
this is likely to be an average month. Persons suffering
from high cholesterol will have to take special care of
their diet this month.
Lucky Colours: Yellow and Orange

You may be finding it hard to say “no” but at times, you
may have to do it. Don’t hesitate to spend on yourself
especially on things you need anyway. You may have
better financial gains and recognition for your hard
work is likely towards the end of the month.
Lucky Colours: White and Silver

cancer

scorpio

June 21 - July 22
Property disputes are likely to arise in case you are
not attentive towards the proceedings so far. It is a
good time to introspect and address the worries that
have been affecting your professional well being.
Devote time to things that give you happiness.
Lucky Colour: Silver

If you are single, this is the time to find the right
match for you. You are likely to make progress on
financial fronts. Students are likely to fare well on the
academic front but unwarranted worries may plague
their minds.
Lucky Colours: Blue and Green

pisces

Oct 23 - Nov 21

Feb 19 - Mar 20

Professional challenges that may affect your
performance are likely to subside towards the second
half of the month. Arguments are best avoided. Financial
gains are likely. Relationships are likely to remain
steady.
Lucky Colour: Fiery Orange

You may gain wealth and resolve your debts slowly.
If you are unemployed or looking for a job, you may
get employed with good returns any time during this
month. If you are single you may find a soulmate
towards the end of this month.
Lucky Colours: Aquamarine and shades of Green

Jai Madaan tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Uncover the real you and find out your destiny, through the predictions by tarot
card reader Jai Madaan. “Astrology can help guide you through your troubled emotions and clouded thoughts, by offering a reflection of your past, present and possible
future and showing you a fresh perspective on your life”, she says. See what she has to share about your sign and your cosmic map, as the Almighty has constructed.
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Promotion

M I R A C L ES O F

NUMEROLOGY
SANDHIYA MEHHTA

Numerologist and
Vastu consultant with
activated Third Eye
Sandhiya Mehta is a Ace Numerologist, vast expert and now a worldwide brand
who represents success and growth, for herself and for people she counsels. She
has expanded the numerological field with her research and knowledge, and with
advanced experiences has helped her to help every human soul in return, to guide
them to their enchanting dreams, gain power over their fortunes and to come
alive.
With an aura
au of bright lights and her charismatic personality, she has achieved of
what many dream. She is in the field for more than thirty years, and in this
journey has helped and exchanged energies and ideas, guided people to lead
better lives, has received dozens of honours and recognitions, like ‘The Nari Ratna
award, Indira Gandhi Priyadarshani Award, Rastriya Ratan award, Mahila
Shiromani award, 4p Brand recognitions, ‘The Global Indian Leaders excellence
award and many more such appreciations.
————Numerology is the most accurate predictive science, and has evolved from the
ages of people counting stars as numerical references to today where we add up
all the calculations and we have an outcome that guides you to the events in your
life, and stay prepared for them.“To a person who seeks success, my system will
bring success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who are already
successful it will bring sustainability, positive reinforcements, further success
and introduce to a new and higher perspective and lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
“I am someone who has evolved, and with every step of my life have just tried to
be better in what I love, I don't just predict your future, I communicate, consult
and help you empower your energies.”
Every person is having an energy, a combination and each combination is
different, hence they have only certain types of energy and lack other ones. This is
what makes us human, that we can’t be perfect but we have to strive to be. My
exclusive research and study of missing numbers in your birth graph helps me to
determine what are the strong energies that I can see in you and uplift the
missing energies to suit to your dreams and ambitions. With my years or research
and extremely positive results, I help these missing energies in your graph. Its like
providing nutrition to a body, by way of simple remedies and self improvement
improveme
tools that I have developed by myself.
The curious case of 4 & 8
“In my research, nearly 70% people are connected to these numbers, and this loop
then influences your further generations too.’
One usually guards themselves because we have all heard a lot about
disappointments and delays, sorrows and hardships of 4 & 8 and with 7 they form
a trio of these energies. But I see them powerful steroids, to be handled carefully.
Then I will channelize it to positive planning and maximise your fortune’s profits.

Are you aware about your Past, present and future?

Spotlight: what is my remedy?
My remedy is a tool I have devised to balance your energies in your birth
graph. By Precisely studying the effect of each energy, and its powers we can
efficiently develop the missing energies and help you get successful results.
Its not an overnight change, nothing is a miracle, but I will guide you to work
on your missing energies, in return for you to create your own miracle. The
universe is balanced, hence if you want to gain something you will have to
lose something, in this case we will help you lose your negativities, and help
you stay positive, strong and successful.

Feel blessed if you belong to them, we will empower your life and, learn through 4
& 8 and reap more fruits of your hard work than you would have previously did.
Handle your energies well, because only in the right hands they will empower
with 4 & 8.
Is life simpler without 4 & 8: The other side of the story
Individually every number has its massive merits but if it doesn’t get the support
of your fadic/destiny number it cannot do much for you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very
powerful numbers and should get magnanimous success as per individual
calculations, but if you are still struggling and have faced certain problems you
should try and understand your state of energies and detangle the web, to create
a free path for your future.
“A bright star has its own energy, but lighting a lamp in the dark is much more
meaningful.” We all are a mix of many numbers, their combinations play us
differently and affects us differently. We have to empower these combinations in
our fortune, to achieve what is extraordinary, which makes us exemplary
individuals, that help themselves and in addition help their families, society, help
someone in need who looks unto you.
My advice
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is nothing more powerful than to
understand yourself, your potentials, what holds you back, what drives you
forward.” I provide you this knowledge about yourself, though numerology.
Knowledge about finances, career, turnaround years, lucky dates, months, years,
things that help you have a strong backup plan for everything in life. “No mantra,
fasting, name changes singularly guarantees you anything. Ultimately its you who
has to foresee the future, and I help you to do so.” Follow a simplistic solution
that I call Sandhiya Mehhta’s
remedy system, and we will work on your energies
Meh
and align them in the right direction
Get going with My success road
There is a Buddhist saying, “You yourself must strive; the Buddha’s just point the
way.” If you believe in yourself and the universe let me just show you a direction,
you yourself will lead on the right path and achieve the results within no desired
time. I have received tremendous positive feedbacks to have faith in the universe
myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of work and use it to help people, guide
them and provide them with some efficient ways to be happy, peaceful,
ever-glorious and a good part of our society & I continue to achieve results with
all my clients."- Sandhiya Mehhta.

The only Successful Numerologist, to have devised
Self-Help remedies for your fortune for your
prosperity, growth and sustainable success.
For any further personalised details about yourself or your family, children,
guidelines to positive living, numerological analysis of yourself and SANDHIYA
MEHHTA’S REMEDY tools, write in or call up on the following:
Sandhiya Mehhta / Yellow soul
+91 – 9819921673, +91 9769071673
HO: Mumbai: 022-26371670, 71
Delhi: +91-9654483695
co
Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in
Follow us for daily predictions:

@SandhiyaMehta

RISE AND SHINE.

Sandhiya.Mehhta
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ABC of VC

Contrary to the belief that VCs are people who fund good ideas, they
are strategic investors who invest in lucrative industries

I

n times when start-ups is the buzzword,
innovation and invention are the prime
movers of the the economy. The social media
is abuzz with success stories of entrepreneurs
who have made it big with small yet effective
ideas. Facebook, Google, Alibaba, Amazon and
India’s very own – Flipkart, Yo China, RedBus,
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YepMe and more – while the entrepreneurs take the
limelight for their ideas that made the difference,
there is someone who provided the much-needed
first boost to these ideas. But quite contrary to
the image of a messiah who helps good people
and good ideas see the light of the day, a Venture
Capitalist is a strategic investor, who invests in

business
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top venture
capitalists in
india
Nexus
Helion
Accel India
Blume Ventures
Canaan Partners
Clearstone Venture
Partners
Sequoia Capital India
Seed Fund
Tata Capital
Inter Fin Corp
One97 Mobility Fund
SAIF Partners
Matrix Venture Partners
Kae Capital
Orios Ventures
Bessemer Venture
Partners
Idein Ventures
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Eighty per cent of the investments by venture
capitalists go into building infrastructure and the
capital investment
good sectors, balances his risk factors and
in turn bags the return on capital from an
idea he believes has potential.
According to industry pundits, there is a
mismatch in the way entrepreneurs-tobe perceive venture capitalists. Many
thus approach VCs without grasping
the dynamics that enable a VC to fund a
venture. According to an industry insider,
a VC plays minuscule role in financing
basic innovation. “The initial development
of the idea has to be that of the individual
or a group of individuals. The VC comes
into picture only at the next stage of the
innovation cycle, when the idea is already
proven in its chosen sphere and is ready
for commercialisation,” he says.
According to estimates by a renowned
global business school, 80 per cent of
the investments by venture capitalists
go into building infrastructure and the
capital investment for the start up. Quite

clearly thus, venture money is not long
term money. It is basically the fund that
gets the venture moving – imparting it the
momentum that it needs in the starting
phase.
According to investment banker Vinay
Mani, Venture Capitalist basically
invests in a company’s balance sheet and
infrastructure – simply meaning that he
buys stakes in the entrepreneur’s idea.
“Once nurtured, the venture capitalist
exits with the help of an investment
banker. Not just in India, but anywhere in
the world, the legal and financial forces
in the capital market limit an individual’s
idea due to lack of funds. Banks on the
other hand, invest in those ventures that
have assets to secure the debt against.
Venture Capital thus fills the void between
innovation and sources of funding. Though
a high-risk affair, the venture capital
industry throngs on attractive return on
capital which provides higher returns to
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Regardless
of the talent
or charisma
of individual
entrepreneurs,
they rarely
receive backing
from a VC if their
businesses are
in low-growth
market segments
top
vc blogs

its participants and also provides the much
needed fillip to potential ideas,” says Mani.

Fred Wilson, Union Square
Ventures, A VC

So who do VCs invest in? One of the major
misconceptions is that VCs invest in good
ideas and good individuals generating those
ideas. Quite contrary in fact, VCs invest in
good industries. Not surprisingly thus, the
recent trend of investment has shifted to IT,
e-commerce- centric platforms. According
to a study conducted by Harvard Business
School, VCs invest in the “middle part” of
the “classic industry S-curve”. “They avoid
both the early stages, when technologies
are uncertain and market needs are
unknown, and the later stages, when
competitive shakeouts and consolidations
are inevitable and growth rates slow
dramatically... In other words, regardless
of the talent or charisma of individual
entrepreneurs, they rarely receive
backing from a VC if their businesses are
in low-growth market segments. What

Guy Kawasaki, Garage
Technology Ventures, How
To Change The World
Paul Graham, YCombinator,
Essays
Brad Feld, Foundry Group,
Feld Thoughts
Mark Suster, GRP Partners,
Both Sides of the Table
Bill Gurley, Benchmark
Capital, Above The Crowd
Dave McClure, Founders
Fund, Master of 500 Hats
Josh Kopelman, First
Round Capital, Redeye VC
Bijan Sabet, Spark Capital,
Bijan Sabet
Jeremy Liew, Lightspeed
Ventures Partners, LSVP
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these investment flows reflect, then, is
a consistent pattern of capital allocation
into industries where most companies
are likely to look good in the near term,”
an Harvard Business Review (HBR) report
rightly cited. Once the growth of the sector
is assured, the risk on returns primarily
remains dependent on the ability of the
company’s management.
Entrepreneurs thus form one of the
important pillars of the VC industry which
consists of investors looking for high
returns, investment bankers wanting to sell
the companies and venture capitalists who
make money in the process. So for all those
buddying entrepreneurs out there, experts
have a piece of advice – know your domain,
assess the potential of your idea to give
returns, have a structured management
with qualified, sector specific individuals in
the team and most importantly, be willing
to take risks.

